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A Word from the Editor

by Olimpiu Metiu

Olimpiu Metiu is a
Toronto-based architect and
the leader of the Emergent
Technologies group at Bell
Canada. His work includes
many of Canada’s largest web
sites and intranet portals.

As a long-time Rails enthusiast, he founded
Rails Magazine to give back to this amazing
community.

Email: editor / at / railsmagazine.com

Follow me on Twitter

Connect on LinkedIn

After being on hiatus for a few months, Rails Magazine is
back and stronger than ever!

Meanwhile, we made great progress internally on
developing a new platform, with many improvements to the
authoring and editorial workflow. In fact, this issue was
developed using an early build of the new publishing system.
In the future, these enhancements will reflect in a stronger
quality for the publication and better tools for all contributors.

I'd like to publicly announce an exciting development for
Rails Magazine – a Portuguese edition is coming up, thanks to
a wonderful group of Rubyists coordinated by Anderson
Leite. If you'd like to help out with new content or
translation, please contact us.

In this number you'll find introductory articles on some
essential tools and techniques: front-end development with
Haml and Sass (presented by Ethan Gunderson), data
extraction with Hpricot (Jonas Alves) and deployment with
Capistrano (Omar Meeky).

Advanced readers should find useful Robert Hall's article
on fake data testing using the Imposter gem.

Everyone knows that Rails can't scale, just Gonçalo Silva
didn't get the memo and is starting a new series on this very
topic. Please send him feedback on what would you like to
see in future articles.

Our event coverage focuses this time on RubyConf India
2010.

Sarah Allen shares her insights on test-first teaching, advice
for women in the Rails community and more in an in-depth
interview by Rupak Ganguly.

If you are interested in publishing, web standards or Prince
XML, check out my interview with Michael Day.

We are always looking for new contributors. If you'd like
to share your knowledge with the Ruby/Rails community, just
send an email to editor at railsmagazine dot com with your
idea and we'll help you grow it into a published article!

"Abstract" by Corin@ 2008
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Beautifying Your Markup With Haml and Sass

by Ethan Gunderson

Ethan Gunderson is a Software
Apprentice at Obtiva, a Chicago
based agile consultancy. He loves
programming day and night, much to his
girlfriend's dismay. While not digging through
code, he can also be found drinking craft beers,
being a slight coffee snob, and losing games of
Settlers of Catan.

Obtiva.com

ethangunderson.com

twitter.com/ethangunderson

If there's one thing that I dislike about Rails, it's ERB. It's
not just ERB either, it's views in general. Often referred to as
the ugly step-sister, views are neglected in MVC frameworks,
Rails included. Enter Haml and Sass, two templating
languages that aim to take the pain away from developing
views and stylesheets.

Haml, short for XHTML Abstraction Markup Language, and
Sass, short for Syntactically Awesome StyleSheets, are
templating languages that express HTML and CSS in an
outline form with a white space defined structure (think
Python). They are capable of producing the same markup of
their more verbose counterparts, but also add things like filters
and css variables to the party.

Haml and Sass are based on a few primary principles:

• Markup should be beautiful
Let's face it, ERB looks like garbage. The nature of
Haml and Sass' nested, whitespace defined structure
ensures that line noise is kept to a minimum. The
result is markup that is extremely easy to read,
understand and change.

• Markup should be meaningful
Since Haml and Sass are whitespace defined, every
character matters. No keystroke goes to wasted
markup. And, since Haml and Sass has nesting
qualities, the frameworks know when an element or
selector is closed.

• Markup should be well indented
Have you ever opened up an ERB template only to
find that it's completely unreadable due to its
indentation? Various styles of closing tags, some on
new lines, some on the same line, some missing all
together. It can turn into a real mess. Thankfully,
since Haml is whitespace defined, this kind of
situations are nearly impossible.

• Markup should be DRY
HTML and CSS are anything but DRY. HTML is
incredibly verbose, with constant opening and
closing of tags. CSS selectors are repeated, possibly
multiple times in large projects. Every keystroke
should be important, not meaningless fluff.

Installation

Haml and Sass come bundled together in one gem. It's
important to note, however, that they are not dependent on
each other. You can use them independently. To install, run:

sudo gem install haml

At this point, you can add Haml and Sass to your Rails
project by either adding the gem to your environment.rb
file, or by adding it as a plugin, like so:

haml --rails /path/to/project

Usage

Now that the gem is installed, go ahead and run

haml -help
sass -help

to see what options you have at the command line. Other
than what you'll find listed there, you'll also have access to a
couple of converters shown below:

html2haml /path/to/html /path/to/haml
css2sass /path/to/css /path/to/sass
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These converters are great for playing around with syntax
or porting over an older project.

You'll also have access to an interactive sass console,
similar to irb. Here is an example of using Sass to subtract two
color values in the interactive console

sass -i
>> #fffff - #111
#eeeeee

Haml

Syntax

The fundamentals that make up a Haml document are:

• % (percent character) - HTML Element
• . (period character) - Class
• # (pound character) - ID

Let's take a look at a really basic html file:

haml-syntax-example1.html
<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0
Transitional//EN" "http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/
xhtml1-transitional.dtd">
<html>

<head>
<title>Look, we're using Haml!</title>

</head>
<body></body>

</html>

And now, the equivalent Haml:

haml-syntax-example1.haml
!!!
%html

%head

%title Look, we're using Haml!
%body

I think it's important that you notice the things that I'm not
doing in the Haml example. There's no crazy doc string that
no one can remember, no needless closing tags. All we have
is extremely easy to read markup.

Let's get a little more complex:

haml-syntax-example2.html
<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0
Transitional//EN" "http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/
xhtml1-transitional.dtd">
<html>

<head>
<title>Look, we're using Haml!</title>
</head>
<body>

<div id='content'>
<div class='post' id='first'></div>

</div>
</body>

</html>

And the equivalent Haml:

haml-syntax-example2.haml
!!!
%html

%head
%title Look, we're using Haml!

%body
%div#content

%div.post#first

As you can see, we've added a div with id "content"
that contains a single div with a class of "post" and an id
of "first". But, there's a little more we can do here. Since
the div element is used so much, it is actually the default
element. If you define a class or id without specifying an
HTML element, a div is used. With that in mind, our previous
example can be refactored to this:

haml-syntax-example3.haml
!!!
%html

%head
%title Look, we're using Haml!
%body

#content
.post#first

Ruby

Inserting Ruby evaluated code into a document is
accomplished by using the equal character (=). The code is

Beautifying Your Markup With Haml and Sass by Ethan Gunderson
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evaluated and then inserted, exactly like <%= %> in ERB. You
can also use the = at the end of a HTML element tag.

Running Ruby is accomplished using the hyphen character
(-). Ruby blocks also don't have to be closed in Haml, they are
closed for you based on indentation. A block is evaluated
whenever markup is indented past the evaluation character.

Interpolation can also be accomplished in plain text using
#{}.

%span Hello my name is #{author.name}.

With that info in mind, let's see how you would write a
common ERB file in Haml

haml-erb-example1.erb
ERB

<% @posts.each do |post| %>
<span class='title'><%= post.title %></span>
<div class='post'><%= post.content %></div>
<span class='author'><%= post.author %></span>

<% end %>

haml-erb-example1.haml
Haml

-@posts.each do |post|
%span.title= post.title
.post= post.content
%span.author= post.author

Filters

In Haml, a colon character (:) signifies that a filter is being
used. The filter takes the indented block of text and passes it
to whatever filter program is being called. The result of the
filter call is then added to the rendered html. Haml comes
with several filters out of the box. Plain, javascript, cdata,
ruby, erb, markdown just to name a few. It is also possible to
write your own filters.

An example of using a Javascript filter:

filter-example.haml
:javascript

alert('Whoa! This is Javascript!');

Rendered result:

filter-example.html
<script type='text/javascript'>

//<![CDATA[
alert('Whoa! This is Javascript!');

//]]>
</script>

Sass

Syntax

Typically CSS is riddled with repeated names. Take a look
at the following example:

sass-syntax-example1.css
#footer {width: 850px; padding: 5px; margin-bottom:
10px; font-weight: 900; font-size: 1.2em;}
#footer img {padding: 10px; float: right;}
#footer a {text-decoration: none;}

Now compare it to the equivalent Sass:

sass-syntax-example1.sass
#footer

width: 850px
padding: 5px
margin-bottom: 10px
font-weight: 900
font-size: 1.2em
a

text-decoration: none
img

padding: 10px
float: right

I find this a lot more easier to write and read. Since Sass is
whitespace defined, the first selector isn't indented at all, and
everything indented under it will either be a property on that
selector, or a nested rule.

There are two different ways to write properties. Besides
the example above, you may also move the colon to the
beginning of the property. This may help you tell the
difference between properties and nested rules.

sass-syntax-example2.sass

Beautifying Your Markup With Haml and Sass by Ethan Gunderson
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#footer
:width 850px
:padding 5px
:margin-bottom 10px
:font-weight 900
:font-size 1.2em
a

:text-decoration none
img

:padding 10px
:float right

For consistency sake, we will be using the 'attribute:' style
for the rest of this article. It's also important to note that in the
earlier versions of Sass, indentation had to be two spaces.
However, with the 2.2 release of Sass, this is no longer true.
The only requirement is that the spacing be consistent
throughout the stylesheet.

Nested properties

In an effort to keep the markup DRY, Sass provides a way
that we can clean up the previous example even more. Just
like selectors, you can nest properties. That allows us to get
rid of the hyphens in the font definitions.

sass-nesting-example-1.sass
#footer

width: 850px
padding: 5px
margin-bottom: 10px
font

weight: 900
size: 1.2em

a
text-decoration: none

img
padding: 10px
float: right

Variables

Easily one of the best features of Sass, is the ability to
define variables for use throughout your stylesheet. Variables
can be anything from font families to color definitions.
Attributes are assigned a variable with the equal sign instead
of the colon.

sass-variables-1.css
h1 {

color: #2887e5; }

#footer {
font-family: Arial;
font-color: #2887e5; }

Could be written like this:

sass-variables-1.sass
!font_family= Arial
!blue= #2887E5

h1
color= !blue

#footer
:font

:family= !font_family
:color= !blue

It's not hard to imagine all the uses for this. For example,
being able to redefine a color scheme by only changing a
couple of variables instead of hunting and pecking.

Variable math

Nope, you didn't read that wrong, you can actually
perform basic math on variables! If you recall, I actually did
that in the interactive sass example. Let's go back to the
console for another look:

sass -i
>> !width = 5px
5px
>> !extra_width = 30px
30px
>> !extra_width - !width
25px

This gives a lot of flexibility when defining your
stylesheets. Take defining a header height for instance.

!base_height= 40px
!tall_header_height= !base_height * 1.33
!short_header_height= !base_height * .66

By using those three variables while designing the header
of my site, it allows for easy changes. All I would need to do is
change the !base_height variable, and the rest of the header
would scale accordingly. Pretty cool!

Mixins

Mixins allow you to reuse entire sections of your
stylesheet.

sass-example-mixin-1.css
#header a{text-decoration: none; color: black;}
#footer a{text-decoration: none; color: black;}

Could be written like this:

sass-example-mixin-1.sass
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=plain_a
color: black
text-decoration: none

#header
+plain_a

#footer
+plain_a

Mixins can also take parameters, and have the option for
defaults. Expanding on our previous example, we could
change the color of our a tags to "green" in the content area
by passing a variable:

sass-example-mixin-2.sass
=plain_a(!color = black)

color= !color
text-decoration: none

#header
+plain_a

#content
+plain_a(green)

#footer
+plain_a

Note that we are setting a default value of color to be
"black", and hence the a tag in the header and footer has a
color of black whereas passing a value of "green" makes the
a tag color for content to be green.

Conclusion

There you have it, everything you need to get started with
an awesome set of templating languages. But in reality, I've
only scratched the surface of what you can accomplish with
Haml and Sass. I urge all of you to go out and read the
fantastic documentation and start converting your current
projects.

Just remember, with time and effort, app by app, we can
get rid of the ERB plague once and for all!

Resources

The official Haml website
http://haml-lang.com

The official Sass website
http://sass-lang.com

Live editor used to verify these examples
http://rendera.heroku.com/
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Scaling Rails

by Gonçalo Silva

Gonçalo Silva is a soon-
to-be software engineer from
Portugal who always had a
crush about performance.
Being a freelance web
developer for many years, he
started using Ruby on Rails in
2007. He works for Tecla
Colorida, creators of http://escolinhas.pt, where he
began using RoR in 2009. Later that year, he
engaged on a master's thesis entitled ìScaling Rails:
a system-wide approach to performance
optimizationî, mixing his passion about Rails and
his obsession for performance.

He spends most of his time tweaking open
source projects, from operating systems to
graphical user interfaces. This hacking instinct
surrounds his love for open source software,
allowing him to make small contributions to many
projects. You can find more about Gonςalo by
following him on twitter (http://twitter.com/
goncalossilva), visiting his website
(http://goncalossilva.com) or taking a sneak peak
at his Rails-oriented blog
(http://snaprails.tumblr.com).

The term Web 2.0, born somewhere in 2001, is related to
improving the first version of the Web. It aims at improving
user experiences, by providing better usability and more
dynamic content. Many web frameworks, including Ruby on
Rails, were born as part of this huge web momentum that we
still live in nowadays.

Most websites are built to provide great user experiences.
Recent studies show that users won't wait longer than 8
seconds before leaving a slow or unresponsive website. This
value keeps getting lower and lower as users become more
demanding.

This is the introductory article in a short series related to
Ruby on Rails Scalability and Performance Optimization.

Application performance is influenced by every related
component, besides the framework itself.

Website performance

Developers often oversee that web applications need to be
fast and very responsive as part of a richer user experience.
Having a highly efficient platform will generally allow lower
expenses on hardware but also lower response times, making
its users happier. In some cases this need can be extreme – a
high-demand platform strives for scalability as its users keep
growing.

Ruby on Rails is widely known for being optimized for
programmer productivity and happiness, but its scalability or
performance are not generally favored. Many well-known
platforms like Twitter or Scribd have put enormous efforts in
improving these characteristics and sometimes faced a few
issues while doing it – we all know the famous “fail whale”.

System resources

Few people have access to top-notch resources. Most need
to deploy and maintain a Rails application on a shared host,
limited VPS or even a dedicated server. High-end computers
or server clusters are not easily accessible to the masses but
every developer should to be able to provide great services
with limited resources.

The answer to every scalability issue is not “just throw
more hardware at it”.

Components involved

Most servers run Linux, while a few use FreeBSD. Every
operating system has a different philosophy to almost
everything – from the file system to networking I/O, and these
details can impact all the other components.

Some applications use Ruby 1.8, while others are already
riding Ruby 1.9. There are many Ruby interpreters, from MRI
to YARV, including widely-known implementations like Ruby
Enterprise Edition, JRuby or Rubinius. Each of these has its
particular characteristics, offering distinct advantages and
disadvantages.
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Few applications are built or have been ported to Rails 3,
which brings large performance improvements. Porting is an
important step as Rails 3 provides reduced computing times
and memory usage, when compared to its predecessor.

When it comes to web servers, the number of choices are
tremendous. From the traditional combination of Apache and
Mongrel, to the popular Passenger for Apache and Nginx, to
newcomers like Thin and Unicorn, every application has an
ideal setup and its web server architecture greatly impacts its
performance and memory usage.

The database choices, ranging from popular relational
databases like MySQL to more recent NoSQL projects like
Cassandra or MongoDB also have associated advantages and
disadvantages. This aspect gains a lot of weight, considering
that the database can be a major performance bottleneck.

Let's not forget about the application itself: coding
conventions could be followed to improve the application's
performance, scalability and, most importantly, the code's
quality.

Your system, your architecture. It's all about choice.

Final thoughts

Every aforementioned component will be covered in this
series, making Rails' developers and system administrators
aware of their advantages and disadvantages. Ruby on Rails'
scalability on a modest system can be easily improved.
Reducing response times and making users happy – another
step towards greatness.

Resources

Author's blog
http://snaprails.tumblr.com/

Varnish-based architecture
http://www.engineyard.com/blog/2010/architecture-wins-varnish-and-more/

"Scaling Rails" screencasts
http://railslab.newrelic.com/scaling-rails

Scaling Rails by Gonçalo Silva
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Interview with Sarah Allen

by Rupak Ganguly

Sarah Allen is CTO of
Mightyverse, a mobile startup
focused on helping people
communicate across
languages and cultures. The
technology is still being
incubated, but parts of it are
emerging at mightyverse.com.
Currently, Mightyverse is primarily self-funded, so
Sarah is paying the bills with independent
consulting and training at Blazing Cloud. In her
spare time, she works to diversify the SF Ruby on
Rails community with a focus on outreach to
women. In keeping with her belief that
programming is a life skill, she also regularly
volunteers teaching programming to kids.

Can you please tell us about your background
briefly for the benefit of our readers? What are
your current projects?

I started out doing desktop applications mostly in video
and multimedia. I co-founded the company which created
Adobe After Effects and got into Internet software by joining
Macromedia to develop Shockwave in 1995. I learned about
open source as a member of the OpenLaszlo core team, with
the chance to see it go from proprietary tech to open source in
2004. In the past year I've been developing Rails and mobile
applications. I'm co-authoring a book on cross-platform
mobile development (Apress) and in my spare time I working
to diversify the SF Ruby community.

How and when did you get involved into
programming or development in general, and Ruby
on Rails in particular?

I started programming when I was 12 in BASIC on an
Apple II. I took Computer Science as a back up, while I also
pursued a degree in Visual Arts in college. I didn't really get
excited about software development as a career until we
started CoSA (After Effects). It wasn't till then that I realized

that I, personally, had something unique to offer in this field.
Before that I had always believed that programming was
puzzle solving in a way that everyone would come up with
the same answer. It took me a long time to figure out that it
was more like art and language than it was like math. I started
developing in Ruby on Rails in late 2008 when I took on an
OpenLaszlo project that required a server API to be added to a
Rails app. I found the Ruby community to be particularly
enthusiastic and helpful when I was first learning on my own,
which led me to want to become more involved later.

What are your thoughts on choosing a technical
teaching career?

Personally I don't want to be a full-time teacher. I enjoy
developing software too much. I also believe that there is
great strength in teaching that comes from practical
experience. I am a better teacher because I understand how
the technology is applied in the real world. I also find that I
am a better developer because of my teaching. By having the
opportunity to do both, I learn the language and techniques in
a deeper way.

What are your views about "test-first teaching"?
How do you go about getting developers excited
about testing first, especially in a classroom
setting?

I think test-first-teaching is a ground-breaking innovation.
The fact that it was independently developed by a number of
different teachers points to its effectiveness. It provides a
fundamental shift in the way people learn software
development. Initially, it helps the student focus on learning
very basic syntax, able to independently confirm when they
have successfully completed an exercise. That immediate
feedback is valuable for cementing knowledge. Test-first
teaching also teaches an understanding of all of the arcane
error messages in a low stress situation. The first thing you see,
before you have written a line of code, is an error. Then you
discover what you need to do to fix that error.

In traditional teaching, students may not have the
opportunity to see many of the errors that they will routinely
see in development. Also in traditional learning, students only
see errors when they make a mistake, which is very stressful to
a new learner. Test-first teaching helps people intuitively
understand that mistakes are a natural part of the software
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development process. Lastly, this approach allows students to
become expert with a test framework before they learn test-
driven development. TDD is very hard for students to learn at
first and separating the learning of the mechanics of the test-
framework from the design methodology of TDD is incredibly
helpful. I have also heard feedback from students that the test-
first approach is fun.

In your experience, did you find that women come
to web development from a particular background
more than others (e.g. web design)? What path
would you recommend to women interested in a
coding career?

I find it is rare that women can easily move from design to
development. Bias against designers from engineers is very
hard to overcome. There exists a strong mythology in our
culture that technical excellence is inversely related to
effective communication skills and an understanding of
human interaction. Most women developers, like most male
developers, studied computer science or software engineering
in college. I do find that there seem to be a higher number of
men that succeed in the field without a formal education.

I would encourage women who have an interest to pursue
it on their own. The best way to learn is to just dive in. A lot of
women find that women-only groups provide a fun and
supportive atmosphere. I would encourage women to join
devchix (http://www.devchix.com/) and systers
(http://anitaborg.org/initiatives/systers/) and to start an in-
person or virtual study group, but I would also encourage
them to participate in the mixed-gender groups: the people on
ruby forum are awesome and stack overflow is pretty
informative. Consider spending some time answer questions
too.

Also, I believe the single most effective thing you can do to
speed up learning is to start a blog and write up what you
learn. This small form of teaching will cement what you have
learned. Plus it has the added benefit of helping other newbies
and sometimes experts will drop by and teach you something.

What has been your experience being a woman,
when it came to acceptance in the predominantly-
male development community?

It was really tough at first. Despite working with some
really great engineers and nice people who happened to be
men, I often felt like an alien creature. I was frustrated when I
felt like people assumed I had great people skills because I
was a women and would ignore a man in the group who
actually had better people skills because they thought I was a
"better fit" for some people-oriented task. Also, it is very
difficult when you are inexperienced to distinguish negative

bias from valid criticism. However, with experience and
confidence, it has gotten easier.

The most significant positive experience has been working
with men who value my technical expertise and insight, who
clearly see my gender as irrelevant to the work of a software
developer, and who have extended their support and trust.

What can your experiences excelling in this field
teach other women and men?

Software development is not some rote exercise that
everyone executes identically. Software development is a
creative act. The individual who writes the code will influence
the result. Our choices change the world. If you want to
pursue software development, if you think you are interested,
just do it. It doesn't matter your gender or the color of your
hair or skin. You don't need to like pizza or Star Trek. Our
differences enrich what we create.

For those who are already established in their careers, note
that giving back creates as many opportunities for you as it
does for the people you help. Volunteering is an excellent
networking opportunity. Giving scholarships to classes that
you teach is effective marketing, besides it is the right thing to
do and has marginal cost.

Who inspired you when growing up? Are there any
women that you look up to in particular or
someone who made a difference in your career
and life?

My mother inspired me to teach and to relentlessly pursue
whatever I wanted to accomplish. For a while, I struggled with
the fact that I did not personally know any technical women
that were more advanced in their careers than I was. I worried
that about whether I was getting the same level of recognition
and advancement as my male peers.

Then I read "Nobel Prize Women in Science: Their Lives,
Struggles, and Momentous Discoveries" and I chose Emmy
Noether (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Emmy_Noether) as my
role model. It didn't matter that she died before I was born or
that her field was mathematics rather than software
development. I decided that I wanted to be like her. She
tutored Einstein in Math and helped him work out some of the
equations for his ideas about physics. She was one of the first
women to teach at a German university and was initially
unpaid for that effort. She held study groups for fellow
mathematicians, pursuing her passion for invention of abstract
mathematical concepts with a seeming disregard that her
sometimes less talented male peers had more opportunity for
professional advancement. They respected her and sought her
advice and collaboration on projects. It mattered that she had

Interview with Sarah Allen by Rupak Ganguly
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the opportunity to do what she loved and she was eventually
recognized for it.

Often the world is not the way we want it to be, but we
can't let that stop us from participating and pursuing our
passion in whatever way we can.

It can be demanding and stressful to balance work
and family, in particular as a woman. How do you
do it? Do you have any tips to share?

It helps to have a life partner who is a really great father
and very supportive of me pursuing what I want to do both

professional and personally. I don't do everything. I fail
regularly. I try to be honest with my family and my co-workers
when I screw up. It is important to let family come first
sometimes. I try to remember to have fun.

The key thing that has helped me create balance is that,
when I have a choice, I work with people that I enjoy working
with. I work with people who I trust and who trust me. If you
have those basics in place, all the rest is possible.

Rails Magazine Team

Olimpiu Metiu
http://railsmagazine.com/authors/1

Rupak Ganguly
http://railsmagazine.com/authors/13

Carlo Pecchia
http://railsmagazine.com/authors/17

Mark Coates
http://railsmagazine.com/authors/14

Khaled al Habache
http://railsmagazine.com/authors/4

Raluca Metiu
http://railsmagazine.com/authors/54
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Data Extraction with Hpricot

by Jonas Alves

Jonas Alves is a
developer based in São
Paulo, Brazil. He
started Ruby on Rails
development early in
2008 and other Ruby
libraries later. Jonas is currently employed by
WebGoal, where Ruby helps to develop high
quality software with high return on investment
quickly.

Collecting data from websites manually can be very time
consuming and error-prone.

One of our customers at WebGoal had 10 employees
working 10 hours/day to collect data from some websites on
the internet. The company’s leaders were complaining about
the cost they’re having on this, so my team proposed to
automate this task.

After a day testing tools in many languages (PHP, Java,
C++, C# and Ruby), we found that Hpricot is the most
powerful, yet simple to use, tool of its kind.

This company was used to using PHP in all of their internal
systems. After reading our document about the Hpricot and
Ruby advantages, they agreed to use them.

It helped them collect more data in less time than before
and with less people on the job.

What is Hpricot?

As per the Hpricot’s wiki at GitHub, "Hpricot is a very
flexible HTML parser, based on Tanaka Akira’s HTree and
John Resig’s jQuery, but with the scanner recoded in C." You
can use it to read, navigate into and even modify any XML
document.

Why should I choose Hpricot?

• It’s simple to use.  You can use CSS or XPath
selectors.
Any CSS selector that works on jQuery should work
on Hpricot too, because Hpricot is based on it.

• It’s fast
Hpricot was written in the C programming language.

• It’s less verbose
See for yourself:

Scenario: Extracting the team members’ names from the
Rails Magazine website

Ruby + Hpricot

doc = Hpricot(open("http://railsmagazine.com/team"))
team = [] 
doc.search(".article-content td:nth(1) a").each do
|a| 

team << a.inner_text
end 
puts team.join("\n")

PHP + DOM Document

<?php
$doc = new DOMDocument();
$doc->loadHTMLFile("http://railsmagazine.com/team");
$team = array();
$trs = $doc->getElementsByTagName(
'div')->item(0)->getElementsByTagName('tr');
foreach($trs as $tr) {

$a = $tr->getElementsByTagName('a')->item(0);
$team[] = $a->nodeValue;

}
print(implode("\n", $team));
?>

A similar comparison was included in the document we
composed to convince our customer to use Ruby and Hpricot.

Look at the search methods. Hpricot shines with CSS
selectors while PHP's DOM Document supports searching by
only one tag or id at a time. With Hpricot's CSS selectors it's
possible to find the desired elements with only one search.

• It’s smart 
Hpricot tries to fix XHTML errors. 
In the PHP example, the DOM Document library
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shows 7 warnings about errors in the document.
Hpricot doesn’t.

• It’s Ruby! :)

Let’s code!

The above example is very simple. It loads the /team page
at the Rails Magazine’s website and searches for the members'
names.

In real life data extractions you will probably have to deal
with pagination, authentication, search for something in a
page, like ids, urls or names, and then use this data to load
another page, and so on.

We are going to extract the Ruby Inside’s blog posts and
their comments to show the basic functionalities of Hpricot.
The data we will be retrieving includes the post title, author
name, text and its comments, including its sender and text.

Let's start creating classes to hold the blog posts and
comments data:

blog_post.rb
class BlogPost

attr_accessor :title, :author, :text, :comments
end

comment.rb
class Comment

attr_accessor :sender, :text
end

These are simple classes with some accessible (read and
write) attributes.

We will also create a class named RubyInsideExtractor,
which will be responsible for retrieving the data from the blog:

ruby_inside_extractor.rb
require 'rubygems'
require 'hpricot'
require 'open-uri'
require 'blog_post'
require 'comment'

class RubyInsideExtractor
attr_reader :blog_posts
@@web_address = "http://www.rubyinside.com/"
def initialize

@blog_posts = []
end
def import!

puts “not implemented”
end

end

The @blog_posts array will hold all the blog posts.
@@web_address has the blog address, so we don't need to
repeat it.

The import! method is where we will do the extraction.

After that, we will need a script to call the extraction and
show the results, let's call it main.rb:

main.rb
#!/usr/bin/env ruby
require 'ruby_inside_extractor'

ri_extractor = RubyInsideExtractor.new
ri_extractor.import!
ri_extractor.blog_posts.each{ |post|

puts post.title
puts '=' * post.title.size
puts 'by ' + post.author
puts
puts post.text
puts
post.comments.each do |comment|

puts '~' * 10
puts comment.sender + ' says:'
puts comment.text

end
puts

}

After instantiating the extractor class and calling the
import! method, this script prints each of the blog posts,
including author and comments.

The very first thing we have to do, is to find out how many
pages are there in the blog:

private

def page_count
doc = Hpricot(open(@@web_address))
# the number of the last page is in
# the penultimate link, inside the div
# with the class “pagebar”
# return doc.search(
# "div.pagebar a")[-2].inner_text.to_i

return 3
# I suggest forcing a low number because it would
# take long to extract all the 1060~ posts

end

The page_count method loads the blog's homepage and
finds the last page number, located in the penultimate link
inside the div containing pagination stuff, div.pagebar.

For this example the most important line is commented
because it would take a little long to extract all of the,
currently, 107 pages.

The Hpricot method loads a document and the search
method returns an Array containing all the occurrences of the
given selector.

Now, we’re going to load the posts page once for each
page. Change your import! method:

Data Extraction with Hpricot by Jonas Alves
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def import!
1.upto(page_count) do |page_number|

page_doc = Hpricot(open(@@web_address + 'page/'
+ page_number.to_s))

end
end

This will load an Hpricot document for each of the blog
pages. For instance, the address for the 5th page is
http://www.rubyinside.com/page/5.

Let’s search for the url that leads to the page with the
complete text and comments for each post:

def import!
1.upto(page_count) do |page_number|

page_doc = Hpricot(open(@@web_address +
'page/' + page_number.to_s))

page_doc.search('.post.teaser').each do
|entry_div|

# we can access an element's attributes
# as if it were a Hash
post_url = entry_div.at('h2 > a')['href']
@blog_posts << extract_blog_post(post_url)

end
end

end

If you look at the Ruby Inside HTML code, you'll find that
each blog post is inside a div with the post and teaser classes.
The import! method is iterating over each of these divs and
retrieving the url for the full post with comments. This url is
found in the link inside the post title.

After that, it calls the extract_blog_post method, which
we will create next, and adds its returning value to the
@blog_posts array.

The at method searches for and returns the first occurrence
of the selector.

Now, with this url in hands, we can load the page that
holds the post title, full text and comments:

def extract_blog_post(post_url)
blog_post = BlogPost.new
post_doc = Hpricot(open(post_url))

blog_post
end

Now, let's collect the post title, author and text:

def extract_blog_post(post_url)
blog_post = BlogPost.new

post_doc = Hpricot(open(post_url))
blog_post.title = post_doc.at(

'.entryheader h1').inner_text
blog_post.author = post_doc.at(

'p.byline a').inner_text
text_div = post_doc.at('.entrytext')
# removing unwanted elements
text_div.search('noscript').remove
blog_post.text = text_div.inner_text.strip

blog_post.comments =
extract_comments(post_doc.at('ol.commentlist'))

blog_post
end

After retrieving the blog title, author and text, we also
called the extract_comments method. This method, which
we will create next, will return an array of comments.

The remove method removes the elements from the
document. We're using it because there is a <noscript> tag
with text inside the div with the entrytext class.

Finally, we'll retrieve the post’s comments:

def extract_comments(comments_doc)
comments = []
comments_doc.search('li').each { |comment_doc|

comment = Comment.new
comment.sender =

comment_doc.at('cite').inner_text
comment.text = comment_doc.at('p').inner_text
comments << comment

} rescue nil
comments

end

After extracting every post and comments, the Ruby Inside
extractor is ready. Run your main.rb to see the result. :)

Resources

Complete code for the article
http://github.com/railsmagazine/rmag_downloads/tree/master/issue_6/jonasalves-
data_extraction_with_hpricot/

Hpricot wiki
http://wiki.github.com/hpricot/hpricot/
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Deployment with Capistrano
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Introduction

Deployment

Since the dawn of software development, developers have
always considered the “Deployment” phase of the software
life-cycle, (although not explicitly defined but inferred), by the
last two activities of the life-cycle; Verification and
Maintenance.

Deployment has been (and most probably for many
developers still is) a manual, tedious and error prone task.
Personally, I always feared the day, I had to deploy an
application for a client. One had to actually edit the
configurations appropriate for the production server, upload
the application to the server, run the tests and setup the web
server configuration. You can imagine the frustration if one of
those steps failed over a remote connection.

This is where Rails and Capistrano come in. Rails being
very organized and having a lovely environment setup;
Development, Test and Production, and Capistrano making
use of source-control and versioning tools like Git and SVN to
automate the deployment process.

What is Capistrano?

As stated on the project's website, "Capistrano is a tool for
automating tasks on one or more remote servers. It executes
commands in parallel on all targeted machines, and provides a
mechanism for rolling back changes across multiple
machines."

In short, Capistrano lets you write in pure Ruby, a series of
tasks to be performed at deployment, which makes it easy to
perform tests, run tasks, migrate databases and configure your
web server with just one command, fully automating the
process on many remote servers, without the need of SSH-ing
or scripting.

Why should you use Capistrano for
deployment?

Personally, the previous features were just enough for me
to start digging into Capistrano and convincing my company
to use it, but if you still need reasons to start using Capistrano
then get ready because the next reason is a gift for all
developers.

Imagine having an application running on several remote
servers, and your team discovers a bug. It's insane to try and
re-deploy the application on each and every server, wasting
the team's precious time.

For our team, this was the case for our off the shelf CMS.
Once we were required to update the system with a patch/
feature, we had to go through each installation we had done
since the last update. This took several days of effort, to sync
each server with our development environment.

Capistrano lets you forget all of that and with just one
command, empowers you to move from one version of your
application to another and install all the required packages on
multiple servers in parallel.

With these powerful features, you may think that you will
have to learn a new DSL or scripting language to use
Capistrano, but you couldn't have been more mistaken.
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Capistrano lets you write all the tasks and configurations in
pure Ruby, just as you would rake tasks.

Server requirements

Capistrano expects a few requirements before you can use
it for deploying your application:

1. SSH based access, neither Telnet nor FTP are
supported by Capistrano

2. Your server has a POSIX-compatible shell installed
and named "sh" residing in the default system path.
(If like most, you are using a unix based server, you
shouldn't worry about this requirement)

3. You have one password used for all password
protected areas and tasks on your server (if you are
using one), unless (preferably) you are using public/
private key based authentication, have a good
password set on your key

4. Having some familiarity with command-line, since
Capistrano has no GUI, all tasks are run in
command-line

5. Familiarity with the Ruby language (obviously)
6. Rubygems v1.3.x for Ruby

Those are the official requirements mentioned for
Capistrano. For this article, I will be using the following setup:

1. Ubuntu Hardy Heron (8.04 LTS) server setup with git
and public/private key authentication

2. GIT source-control and version management
3. Ruby 1.8.6
4. Rails 2.3.5
5. Windows development environment (yes it's true :D)

Installing Capistrano

As I mentioned earlier, I am a Windows user (though not
happy), and even though all the steps I mentioned in the
article are platform agnostic, I will not be going into the
details of Windows development environment setup. I am
using cygwin, which is pretty much a port of the unix shell on
Windows, so if you are a happy OSX user or *nix user, you
will be able to follow along easily.

Capistrano comes in GEM packaging, so in order to install
it; we would simply type in the command:

gem install capistrano (use sudo for *nix systems
and OSX)

This will install Capistrano and it's dependencies on your
system, and now you can capify your application. Capifying
your application is simply configuring it for deployment with

Capistrano, and to do that, run the following command in
your application's root directory:

capify .

This will create a “capfile” under your application's root
directory and a deploy.rb file inside your config directory.
The “capfile” is simply a ruby script, that tells Capistrano, the
servers you wish to connect to and the tasks you wish to
perform. But for DRY and organization, “capfile” command
sets up your “capfile” as an entry point for Capistrano, loading
other files according to the namespaces you provide when
you deploy just as you would with rake tasks. The file with all
these configuration settings is deploy.rb and we will be
covering that in the next section.

Capifying your application

Now that you have installed Capistrano and created the
Capfile for your application, it's time to start writing tasks for
deployment. So fireup your favorite IDE or texteditor and open
config/deploy.rb, and you will find that Capistrano has
filled out the file with some basics settings:

set :application, "set your application name here"
set :repository, "set your repository location here"

set :scm, :subversion
# Or: 'accurev', 'bzr', 'cvs', 'darcs', 'git',
# 'mercurial', 'perforce', 'subversion' or 'none'
# Your HTTP server, Apache/etc
role :web, "your web-server here"
# This may be the same as your `Web` server
role :app, "your app-server her"
# This is where Rails migrations will run
role :db, "your primary db-server here",

:primary => true
role :db, "your slave db-server here"

# If you are using Passenger mod_rails uncomment
# this. If you're still using the
# script/reapear helper you will need these
# http://github.com/rails/irs_process_scripts

# namespace :deploy do
# task :start {}
# task :stop {}
# task :restart, :roles => :app,
# :except => { :no_release => true } do
# run "#{try_sudo} touch #{
# File.join(current_path,'tmp','restart.txt')}"
# end
# end

The file is divided into two sections, the first is the
configuration section where you tell capistrano all the
information it needs, and the second is the tasks section where
you define tasks to perform remotely on your server(s).

Deployment with Capistrano by Omar Meeky
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General options

To configure your deployment script you will need to
setup some options. Beginning with the application option,
this is where you would specify your application name.

set :application, "My App"

You will also need to set the domain attribute, this is the
URL where your application will be hosted.

set :domain, "www.your-app.com"

Capistrano additionally needs to know where your
application would be deployed, you can do that by setting the
deploy_to attribute to the deploy path on your server(s).

set :deploy_to, "/path/to/your/deployed/app"

By default Capistrano will prefix all commands performed
on the remote servers with sudo, if you wish to override this
behavior simply set the use_sudo attribute to false.

set :use_sudo, false

Usually, servers use non-conventional ports for critical
protocols, if you are not using the default ssh port (22), you
will need to set the port attribute so Capistrano can connect to
your servers.

set :port, 999 # replace with your port
number

The repository attribute configures your repository
location, this location is where your application resides,
which can be a simple “.” to denote the current directory, or
your repository URL if you are using source control, and in the
case, it should look something like this (if you are using git):

set :repository,
"git@YOUR-DOMAIN.com:YOUR-APPLICATION.git"

Now let's have a look at some more specific configuration
options.

Source control

To use source control, you would need to tell Capistrano
which source control manager you are using, which can be
done via the :scm attribute:

set :scm, :git

Capistrano also supports AccuRev, Bazaar, Darcs, CVS,
Subversion, Mercurial, and Perforce, and will use your
repository trunk. If you wish to use a specific branch, you can
set the branch attribute:

set :branch, "BRANCH_NAME"

If you are not using public/private keys to access your
repository, you will need to setup the :scm_passphrase
attribute or else you will be prompted while deploying your
application:

set :scm_passphrase, "YOUR_PASSWORD"

or

set :scm_password, "YOUR_PASSWORD"

If both the attributes are the same, just use the one you
prefer. On the other hand, if you are using public/private keys,
Capistrano will use the the default key found in your ssh
configuration directory, unless you define something different
in ssh_options[:keys] hash.

ssh_options[:keys] = %w(path/to/your/key)

Additionally, Capistrano will use the username you are
logged in as locally to deploy, which of course can be a
problem if your server (like mine) has a special user setup for
deployment (for security reasons) or you are working as part of
a team (of course every member has his/her own username).
To solve this, we can use the user attribute.

set :user, “USERNAME”

Though not recommended, you can also just have
Capistrano copy your files over to the server, and to do so you
can set :scm to :none, and use the copy deployment strategy.

set :repository, "."
set :scm, :none
set :deploy_via, :copy

Don't worry if you don't understand deployment strategies
just yet, we are going to explain those in the next section.

Deployment with Capistrano by Omar Meeky
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Deployment strategies

Deployment strategies define how Capistrano would
upload your code to your servers, there are four deployment
strategies that Capistrano offer: checkout, copy, export, and
remote cache, and each has its pros and cons, and really
depends on your project and network setup.

Checkout and export reflect their functions in SVN, so if
you use SVN expect the same behavior; checkout performs
checkout command on your repository, this makes it easy to
update your code in subsequent deploys.

Export on the other hand, performs an export, which
extracts a copy of the HEAD, minus the source control meta
data (.git, .svn, …, etc), but the exported version cannot be
updated from the repository afterwards.

Copy deployment strategy as covered above, performs a
simple copy/paste operation to upload your application. This
strategy was mainly added for those who struggle with
firewalls or network problems. It's not only limited to those
not using source control; but in case you are using scm,
Capistrano performs a checkout by default on your repository,
compresses the code and copies it over scp to your servers,
where it is extracted again.

If you prefer using export than checkout, you can set the
copy_strategy to export.

set :copy_strategy, :export

For faster deployments, you could also set the copy_cache
attribute to true; this will checkout (or export) your code
once to a new directory on the server and just re-sync that
directory in subsequent deployments. Additionally you could
exclude files by specifying them in the copy_exclude
attribute, notice that the copy_exclude attribute takes a file
glob (or an array of globs).

set :copy_cache, true
set :copy_exclude, ".git/*"

Note that setting the copy_cache attribute to true will
ignore the copy_strategy set. Also if you would like your
cache to be placed somewhere specific, you can specify the
path instead of true in the copy_cache attribute.

set :copy_cache, “path/to/your/cache”

Another useful customization is the copy_compression
option, which specifies which type of compression to be used
between gzip, zip or bz2, and gzip is used by default.

set :copy_compression, :gzip

The last strategy that Capistrano offers is remote cache,
remote cache uses a working copy of your code stored in a
'cache' on the target server(s) to speed up deployment.

This uses the repository_cache attribute to identify the
path where the cache will be stored, which by default is
:shared_path + 'cached-copy/' (by default :deploy_to
+ 'shared/')

Remote cache works by targeting the cache directory and
making sure it matches your repository by updating it to the
latest version via git pull or svn update depending on
your scm. It then copies the cache to your :deploy_to
location. You could also use the copy_exclude attribute to
exclude files from the copy process.

set :deploy_via, :remote_cache
set :deploy_to, "/path/to/www"

Now our configuration part is complete, next we will have
a look at the roles and how we can define multiple servers.

Roles

Roles are named sets of servers, you can execute against in
your tasks, and three roles are defined by default, namely,
app, web and db.

role :app, "your app-server here"
role :web, "your web-server here"
role :db, "your db-server here", :primary => true

If you are using a single server for your application, those
three roles are identical,

role :app, "www.your-app.com"
role :web, "www.your-app.com"
role :db, "www.your-app.com", :primary => true

The app role is where your application is run, i.e. this is
where your ruby/rails daemon runs. The web role defines
where your incoming requests are handled, and is usually the
frontend URL where your web server is running.

The db role as stated in Capistrano's documentation, is just
used for specifying which server should be used to run Rails
migrations, and by setting the primary attribute to true,
Capistrano will only run the migrations on that box.

Note that the db role was not meant to specify a database
server that is not running Rails application code.

Deployment with Capistrano by Omar Meeky
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You can also create custom roles like so

role :multiserver_role, "www.your-app.com",
“www.another-url.com"
role :single_server, "www.a-server.com"

Now you can use those roles in your tasks,. We will have a
look at tasks next, to see how they are defined.

Tasks

Capistrano has a unique way of naming deployment
scripts; a recipe is a collection of tasks, and a task is just like a
rake task, or in other words, you create deployment recipes.

To create a task, you just add it to the end of your deploy
script:

desc "task description"
task :do_something_interesting do

# your interesting code here
end

You can then execute that task by running a simple rake-
like command in your application root directory:

cap do_something_interesting

This will by default execute the task on all roles defined,
and to override this behavior, you can specify which role you
want your task to run against:

desc "task description”"
task :do_something_interesting, :role => :app do

# your interesting code here
end

Now when you run your cap command,
do_something_interesting task will run only against the
app role.

You could also want your tasks to run automatically with
default tasks, for example you want to run the
touch_restart_txt after each deploy, and to do so you can
simply use the before and after callbacks.

before "deploy:update_code",
:do_something_interesting

after "deploy:update_code",
:touch_restart_txt

after "deploy:update_code",
:do_another_interesting_thing

This will execute all those tasks when a
deploy:update_code is performed in the following order,

:do_something_interesting
:touch_restart_txt
:do_another_interesting_thing

One more important thing to cover next is dependencies.
Let's take a look.

Dependencies

Most probably you are using gems, directories or
commands that your application depends on, Capistrano lets
you define those dependencies, whether local or remote,
using the depend method:

depend :remote, :gem, "cucumber", ">=0.3.5"
depend :local, :command, "git"
depend :remote, :directory,

"/path/to/dependency/directory"

Capistrano can now use that information to check your
dependencies on different machines when you deploy, and
this is useful when you want to check if the server is ready for
your application. You can do so by running the
deploy:check task

cap deploy:check

This will check directory permissions, necessary utilities,
etc, along with your custom defined dependencies.

Our deploy file is now ready, but before we deploy just
yet, we have to attend to some limitations in Capistrano.

Setting up the database

Currently Capistrano doesn't fully automate the process of
setting up your database (yet), so to prepare your database you
will need to login to your server and create the databases
you're going to use.

Assuming you are using MySQL, here is a short example:

$ ssh <user>@yourserver.com
yourserver.com$ mysql -p
Enter password:
………
mysql > CREATE DATABASE <db-name>;
Query OK, 1 row affected (0.00 sec)
mysql> exit;

Deployment with Capistrano by Omar Meeky
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Starting your application

After deploying, Capistrano will try to run your
application, and for that to work you either need to create a
“spin” script in your script folder of your application, or
override the deploy:start task. However the “spin”
approach is much handy and cleaner.

Create a file in script folder named spin, and lets make
it call our “spawner” script which resides in the script/
process folder The spawner script is no longer included in
core Rails starting Rails 2.3, and to get the scripts you need to
install the irs_process_scripts plugin.

#!/bin/sh
/var/www/your_app/current/script/process/spawner \
mongrel \
--environment=production \
--instances=1 \
--address=127.0.0.1 \
--port=#{port}

Next we need to mark the file as executable (if running on
*nix or osx)

$ chmod +x script/spin

Then add the file to your source control repository.

Deploying the application

Now that our deploy recipe is complete, we now need to
deploy our application, but first lets create our directory
structure on the server(s)

cap deploy:setup

This will create the directory structure for the deployment
process as follows:

(deploy_to)/
(deploy_to)/releases
(deploy_to)/shared
(deploy_to)/shared/system
(deploy_to)/shared/pids
(deploy_to)/shared/log

The releases folder holds every version that you deploy,
and it is quite useful when you want to revert back to a
previous version of your application. However, the shared
folder is static, and it shares all it's contents with all the
releases. It is useful to put stuff like images which do not
change that often between releases.

Before we deploy we need to check if the server is ready
for deployment

cap deploy:check

If any problem occurs, we should fix it and then re-run the
check task again. Once it passes, we can push the code to the
server, by running the following command in your application
root folder:

cap deploy:update

This will copy your code to the server(s) and set a symlink
in your deploy_to path to the release, called “current”, but it
will not start your application just yet, and it is useful to detect
problems.

The next step would be loading your schema, to do so log
into your server and change into the current release directory
(i.e. deploy_to/current) and run the following command

$ rake RAILS_ENV=production db:schema:load

If that succeeds, we can test if the application starts up
normally by running the console

$ script/console production

once the application is started normally, we can test an
HTTP request by using the app helper in the console.

>> app.get(“/”)

If the return is 2xx, 3xx, or even 4xx, then all is ok, if it is
in the 500s, then you should track down the problem in your
production.log file.

We can now safely start our application by running the
command:

cap deploy:start

Once the command is done, you should - theoretically -
be able to access your application through the browser. If you
have an error such as a “proxy” error then that means the
webserver is trying to proxy to a wrong port, or that your
dispatcher is not running.

Now that our application is running fine, we can test
restarting the application, and we can do that by running the
following command:
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cap deploy:restart

If you can still access your application through the browser
then the restart is successful, otherwise you should
troubleshoot the problems by examining your production log
file.

Finally, we can perform a full deploy, and nothing should
go wrong using the following command:

cap deploy

As usual, track down any problems that occur and fix
them. Once that is done, you have deployed your application
successfully!! Congratulations.

Conclusion

In this article, we have seen how Capistrano is a handy
tool for deployment, and how to setup a basic deployment
recipe. We have only scratched the surface, and Capistrano is
very rich in useful features to manage the production stage of
your applications. So I encourage you to check the Rdocs and
the FAQ on the project's website.

Resources

Capistrano website
http://www.capify.org/

http://www.capify.org/index.php/
Frequently_Asked_Questions#How_do_I_prepare_the_database.3F

http://www.capify.org/index.php/Frequently_Asked_Questions

irs_process_scripts plugin
http://github.com/rails/irs_process_scripts/tree

Glob
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Glob_(programming)

"Mission San Juan Capistrano Gardens" by Jill Clardy
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Fake Data – The Secret of Great Testing

by Robert Hall

I live in Charlotte
North Carolina with my
lovely wife, 2 kids, 2
dogs, 3 cats and 2 fish.
My programming
career started in 1989
when I was 19.
Through the years I
have used a wide variety of languages and stacks.
I've done application architecture, system and
infrastructure design. Now I'm working on
datawarehouse and business intelligence projects.

I believe that software development,
configuration and deployments don't have to be
nearly as hard as IT makes it. This has led me to
create my own SDLC based on a movie production
schedule rather than an engineering practice.

I discovered Ruby on Rails in 2006 and
immediately saw its potential to change the entire
web application landscape. Most of my RoR
projects in some way refine the art of conventions
over configuration and move RAD to be better,
faster, less expensive with fewer defects.

You can reach me at golsombe /at/ gmail.com
or follow me on Twitter as golsombe.

Introduction

Whether your application begins with TDD (Test Driven
Design), BDD (Behavior Driven Design) or you choose to go
old-school with tried and true unit testing. Regarless of your
testing framework of choice like shoulda or rspec, the secret
of great testing depends on great testing data. Also consider
that QA (Quality Assurance) and users will benefit greatly
from both quality and quantity of test records. Yet for all of the
testing frameworks, most application teams only create a
small number of complete test records. The reason for this is
obvious, creating fake test data is labor-intensive, error prone,
generally sucky and unappreciated work.

Existing issues

There are a number of good field level data faking GEMs
available to the Rails community like Benjamin Curtis's
FAKER, Mike Subelsky's Random_Data and Sevenwire's
Forgery. While these tools solve their original domain
problem there are two main issues when trying to create large
sets of complete test cases. The first issue is that each
application, model and associations require a hand-rolled
solution. The second issue is that, on their own, faked fields
are unaware of other dependent fields like date ranges or
composite email addresses. Of course none of these solutions
address associated models without custom methods.

Enter Imposter

Imposter is a new concept in data faking. Imposter
addresses the entire schema as a 3rd normal form entity.
Imposter uses a generator to randomly approximate field
values based on data type into YAML DSL files. By default
every field in a model is covered. Developers can modify this
to only generate fake data for fields requiring in test cases.
Imposter is similar in concept to Rails migrations and fixtures,
as the custom rake task executes each imposter in sequential
order to build .csv (comma seperated value) files. CSV files are
more efficient and useful for not only Rails implementations
but for other DBMSs (database management system) requiring
loadable datasets such as ETL (Extract Transform and Load)
tasks or alternate data stores.

Enough theory, lets look at some real-world examples.

Nuts and bolts

Imposter was tested on Ubuntu 9.10 with Rails 2.3.5. It is
hosted at Gemcutter, so if you have rubygems > 1.3.4 your
gem sources will automatically find the Imposter gem.
Otherwise you'll need to get the gemcutter gem and tumble
the data source

> gem install gemcutter
> gem tumble

First we need to install imposter.
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Imposter will automatically install Faker, FasterCSV and
SQLite3 gems. SQLite3 & libsqlite3-dev packages are
required.

user@xbuntu-laptop:~$ sudo gem install imposter

Building native extensions. This could take a while...

Successfully installed sqlite3-ruby-1.2.5
Successfully installed faker-0.3.1
Successfully installed fastercsv-1.5.0
Successfully installed imposter-0.1.4

4 gems installed

Next we'll create a new Rails application and add some
scaffolds.

rails -d mysql order-tracking

cd order-tracking

Modify db connection as necessary in config/
database.yml

rake db:create #creates the development database

ruby script/generate scaffold customer name:string
address1:string address2:string city:string
state:string postal:string primary_phone:string
secondary_phone:string email_address:string
website:string

rake db:migrate
# creates the customer table in
# the development database

ruby script/generate imposter
# creates a test/imposter/000_customer.yml file

Let's take a look at the default structure of the Customer
Imposter file.

---
customer:

quantity: 10
fields:

id: i.to_s
name: Imposter::Animal.one
address1: Imposter::Noun.multiple
address2: Imposter::Animal.one
city: Imposter::Noun.multiple
state: Imposter::Vegtable.multiple
postal: Imposter::Noun.multiple
contact: Imposter::Animal.one
website: Imposter::Animal.one
email_address: Imposter::Noun.multiple
primary_phone: Imposter::Noun.multiple
secondary_phone: Imposter::Animal.one

Each model is defined by it's real name. You can specify
the quantity at each imposter. The default type assignments
will work but they are not very exciting. Each time you
generate it, the values will be different. So let's modify the
default to build some real fake data.

customer:
quantity: 76
fields:

id: i.to_s
name: (Imposter::Noun.one + ['_'] +

Imposter::Verb.one).to_s.titleize
address1: Imposter::Street.full
address2: Imposter::Street.full
city: Imposter::CSZ.get_rand['city']
state: Imposter::CSZ.state
postal: Imposter::CSZ.zip5
contact: (Imposter::Animal.one + ['_'] +

Imposter::Noun.one).to_s.titleize
website: ('http://www.'.to_a +

Faker::Internet.domain_name.to_a +
'.com'.to_a).to_s.downcase

email_address: Faker::Internet.email.to_a
primary_phone:

Imposter::Phone.number("(###)\s###-####")
secondary_phone: Imposter::Phone.number

rake imposter:load
# will generate the .csv files
# based on the parameters in each imposter yaml file

rake db:fixtures:load
# will load data into the individual tables

Tools of the trade

Imposter has several specialized data faking classes. One
of the most useful is Imposter::CSZ. Other data fakers can
make random cities, states and zip codes but they are not
associated or real. Imposter's data model was taken from
USPS sources and are associated, one for every zip code in
the US. In the above example
Imposter::CSZ.get_rand['city'] selects a random zip
code from somewhere in the US and returns the city for that
zip. Now the complete record is sticky. Selecting
Imposter::CSZ.state returns the associated state for the
previous selected random record. This address data is suitable
for application that use GEO or mapping APIs.

Some common fake data constructs are:

- Random Inplace list:

Fake Data – The Secret of Great Testing by Robert Hall
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%w[est cst mst pst].shuffle[0,1].to_a

- Date in the future:

(Date.today+3).to_s

- Arbitrary Dimension W by H:

Imposter.numerify("##").to_a +

"x".to_a + Imposter.numerify("##cm").to_a

- Random number plus string:

((1+rand(6)).to_s + " PM EST").to_s

See Imposter's documentation for a complete class and

method list and be sure to look at each imposter.yml for more
examples.

Conclusion

With better testing methods, entire development
architectures being devoted to testing as an integrated step in
the software development process and users becoming more
and more involved in the success of custom application
development, there is an ever growing need to produce both
quality test records and sufficient quantities to ensure that all
projects are well tested and integrated. I encourage you to
download the Imposter GEM and try creating fake data for
your schema.

Resources

Homepage
http://imposter.itatc.com

GEM
http://rubygems.org/gems/imposter

Source
http://github.com/golsombe/imposter.git

Sample project code
http://github.com/railsmagazine/rmag_downloads/tree/master/issue_6/roberthall_imposter/

"Building Fake Miniature Kite Aerial Helsinki" by Timo Noko
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ThoughtWorks hosts RubyConf India 2010

by Judy Das

RubyConf India 2010, the first RubyConf to be held in
India, took place on March 20th and 21st at The Royal Orchid
Hotel, Bangalore. ThoughtWorks Technologies took the lead
in organising and sponsoring this event which had attendees
from 29 cities across the globe representing 119 companies,
mostly startups. Delegates flew in from London, Melbourne,
LA, Singapore & other cities to attend this 2-day, dual-track
event which featured 25 speakers, many of them influential
leaders in the international Ruby community. This event was
supported by Ruby Central.

An emerging technology that promises to revolutionise the
way software is developed, Ruby is an open source, dynamic
programming language. Ruby has one of the most active open
source communities worldwide which produce and support
tools and projects like “Ruby on Rails” - a powerful web
application development framework that significantly reduces
time-to-market and is used by top web companies like Twitter
and Shopify.

The sessions conducted by speakers like Ola Bini (core
committer on JRuby since 2006), Obie Fernandez (pioneering
Rails developer and author of “The Rails Way”) and Brendan
G. Lim (Director of Mobile Solutions at Intridea) were huge
successes. The highlight of the 2-day event was the video call
in which Yukihiro “Matz” Matsumoto, the creator of Ruby
himself, addressed the Ruby community in India. During his
interactive session, Matz shared insightful ideas on what the
future has in store for the Ruby language, interspersed with
witty anecdotes on how he came to create and name the
language. He also mentioned that work on the long awaited
Ruby 2.0 would start in August. Glassfish evangelist Arun
Gupta’s presentation on multiple web Ruby frameworks, and
ThoughtWorker Sarah Taraporewalla’s talk titled “The Taming
of the View” generated a burst of activity on Twitter. Many
delegates skipped lunch on Day 2 for an extended Q&A with
Pradeep Elankumaran on his subject “The Big Wave of Indian
Startups.”

ThoughtWorks has consistently participated in Ruby
conferences and other related events across the globe. This
year it instituted the Innovation & Technology Trust, a public
non-profit with the objective of providing a support system
and networking between professionals in the field of emerging
technologies and open-source by bringing them together
during workshops, seminars, conferences.

Social media played a key role in enhancing the
interaction and networking among the Ruby community and
enthusiasts with people tweeting about the talks in real-time.
In response to tweets about the absence of an IRC channel,
some of the attendees took the initiative to set up an
interactive forum. Speaker Nick Sieger tweeted:
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“#rubyconfindia vibe is really awe-inspiring. Can literally feel
the energy of a new, vibrant Ruby community joining the
global one!”

Talking about the success of RubyConf India 2010, Roy
Singham, founder of ThoughtWorks, said, “This conference
represents a great moment in the history of the software
industry in India. We are witnessing the beginning of chapter
two - the building of a vibrant indigenous passionate culture
of software excellence and innovation. The Ruby community
globally represents the best in software. It was therefore a total
joy to see India assemble its own high caliber developers -
free from the economic dictates of powerful anti-productive
software forces in the west. This is indeed a great moment for
the software industry.”

Sarah Taraporewalla, a senior consultant from
ThoughtWorks London, was very impressed with the outcome
of RubyConf India. “I was particularly impressed with the
number of women present at the conference. It’s a clear
indicator of the fact that there is a considerable number of
women in the Ruby community in India. It was also really
great to see the interesting and innovative ideas coming out of
India. I think it’s a sign of great things to come for Ruby
programmers and enthusiasts in this country. India is definitely
the place to watch!”

Pradeep Elankumar and Brendan G. Lim, both speakers
from Intridea, an innovations based company that specialises
in enterprise collaboration applications, said “This was the
most inviting and enjoyable RubyConf we’ve attended. Every
single session was so informative, and it was so heartening to
see everyone’s passion, energy, and willingness to learn. It
was the best RubyConf ever!”

Videos and presentations from the conference will be up
on www.rubyconfindia.org.

"Colours of India - bangles" by McKay Savage
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Previous and Next Buttons

by James Schorr
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Navigating through records can be a little tricky, especially
when a customer desires Previous and Next buttons. In our
example here, we have a membership application, in which
the customer desires to navigate from member to member
with a Previous and Next button. However, this code can be
used for any kind of list in which easy navigation is desired. At
first glance, the issue may seem simple to resolve:

Controller Code
(app/controllers/users_controller.rb, show action):
def show

@user = User.find(params[:id])
@all_users = User.find(:all, :select => “id”)
@previous_user = @all_users.select{|m| m.id =

@current_user.id + 1 }
@next_user = @all_users.select{|m| m.id =

@current_user.id -1 }
end
View Code
(app/views/users/show.html.erb):
<%= link_to("Previous &larr;", @previous_user %>
<%= link_to("Next &rarr;", @next_user %>

However, there are a couple of problems with this
approach! As users are deleted and added, their ID will not be
sequential. In this list, no records have been deleted yet, so it
appears that all will work fine:

Issue #1

id first_namelast_name
1 Joe Smith
2 Betty Thompson
3 Anil Narayan
4 Jeff Davis
5 Violet Alexander

Now, if Jeff’s record is deleted, Anil’s Next link and
Violet’s Previous link will be invalid, and lead to the dreaded
404 “Page Not Found” error. Let’s take a look at what
happens when a new record is added after deleting Jeff’s;
notice how Billy Bob’s record is assigned the next sequential
ID, rather than filling in the “hole” left by Jeff’s deleted record:

id first_namelast_name
1 Joe Smith
2 Betty Thompson
3 Anil Narayan
5 Violet Alexander
6 Billy Bob Bake

Issue #2

Also, what about Joe Smith’s Previous and Billy Bob’s Next
buttons? You could find the maximum and minimum IDs and
prevent those links from showing, but this is messy. Wouldn’t
it be nice to have Joe’s Previous button and Billy Bob’s Next
button point to each other’s records, essentially “wrapping-
around” the list?

Solution

Here is the simple solution to both issues:
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Controller Code
(app/controllers/users_controller.rb):
def show

@user = User.find(params[:id])
# collecting users to provide Previous & Next
# links, logic is in place to work in situations
# where users have the same last and/or
# first names; login is unique
@all_users_array = User.find(:all,

:select => "id,last_name,first_name,login",
:order =>

"last_name, first_name, login").collect(&:id)
@curr_users_index =

@all_users_array.index(user.id)
# this defines our starting point
# from which to base the Previous and Next links
@previous_user =

@all_users_array[@curr_users_index - 1]
@next_user =

@all_users_array[@curr_users_index + 1]
@first_users_id = @all_users_array.first
@last_users_id = @all_users_array.last

end

View Code
(app/views/users/show.html.erb):
Previous Link:
<% @user.id == @first_users_id ?

@previous = @last_users_id.to_s :
@previous = @previous_user.to_s %>

<%= link_to("&larr Previous", previous) %>
Next Link:
<% @user.id == @last_users_id ?

@next = @first_users_id.to_s :
@next = @next_user.to_s %>

<%= link_to("Next &rarr;", next) %>

In the view-side code, we are checking to see if the user is
the first or last user in the array and, if so, causing his link to
point to the other "side" of the array. This wrap-around
resolves Issue #2.

Remaining Issue

Due to the nature of web applications, the remaining
weakness is that an administrator may delete a record after a
visitor has loaded a page. Since the array is generated upon
load, this could result in a broken link. Thus, we need to
modify our "show" action slightly:

def show
@user = User.find(params[:id])
if @user == nil

redirect_to :back
# this will force the array
# to reload, "refreshing" the links

end
# collecting users to provide Previous & Next
# links, logic is in place to work in situations
# where users have the same last and/or
# first names; login is unique
@all_users_array = User.find(:all,

:select => "id,last_name,first_name,login",
:order => "last_name, first_name, login").
collect(&:id)

@curr_users_index =
@all_users_array.index(user.id)

# this defines our starting point
# from which to base the Previous and Next links
@previous_user =

@all_users_array[@curr_users_index - 1]
@next_user =

@all_users_array[@curr_users_index + 1]
@first_users_id = @all_users_array.first
@last_users_id = @all_users_array.last

end

I hope that you found this article to be helpful.

"Pattern" by Chubby Chandru
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RVM – The Ruby Version Manager

by Markus Dreier

Introduction

Do you know these situations? Perhaps you broke your
system's Ruby version, or perhaps you want to try out the
newest Ruby version, or perhaps you feel nostalgic and want
to use an older Ruby? However, you also want it to be very
simple to all of these things, right?! You don't want to have to
fight with compiling every single version by hand, worrying
about where to install each different interpreter version to,
worry about name prefixes and suffix's so that they don't
overwrite one another, etc.

In this article I will introduce you to rvm, the Ruby Version
Manager (RVM). RVM is a command line tool written by
Wayne E. Seguin which enables you to handle multiple ruby
interpreter environments, specifying everything from ruby
interpreter to sets of gems.

A Brief History

Before we start on how to use RVM, we go back through
the time, way back and see how the idea for RVM was born. It
was on August 21st 2009 when Wayne E. Seguin and his co-
worker Jim Lindley had a situation in which they needed to
easily switch between using three ruby interpreters and to
deploy the different applications to production with all of
them using their specific interpreters and gems. Additionally
they needed the ability to easily and repeatably install the
interpreters and gems consistently.

Wayne E. Seguin went home and until the next day he had
written a basic tool in only 300 lines of shell scripting. The
development of RVM still continues at a fast pace and is
updated daily by. Today, rvm contains approximately 4100
lines of code.

Installing RVM

Now let us see how to use RVM and what we can do with
it. RVM works according to Wayne on all *nix systems, so if
you're a Linux/MacOSX or FreeBSD user, fire up your console
and lets get started with installing rvm. The recommended
way from the developer itself is to install it from the GitHub
repository with the following command:

$ mkdir -p ~/.rvm/src/
$ cd ~/.rvm/src && rm -rf ./rvm/
$ git clone git://github.com/wayneeseguin/rvm.git
$ cd rvm
$ ./install

(Note: it is assumed that you have git installed, if you do
not head on over to http://git-scm.com/ to download and
install git.) This might take a while depending on your internet
connection. You should now have RVM installed as your user,
so lets get to the next step.

Before start installing our rubies and gems make sure, if we
have installed earlier, that we update RVM to the latest
version with the following command:

$ rvm update –head

Be sure to read and follow all of the instructions emitted by
the installation line above. Be sure to activate RVM for new
shells by placing the line

'if [[ -s $HOME/.rvm/scripts/rvm ]] ; then source
$HOME/.rvm/scripts/rvm ; fi'

at the end of your ~/.bash_profile and ~/.bashrc file,
and ensuring that there is not a line ending with '&& return'
in your ~/.bashrc.
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Installing rubies

Perfect, we now have the newest version of RVM installed.
Now for the part we really need for developing our own
applications with Ruby and all of it's possibilities. We can
choose now out of many possibilities of ruby interpreters we
want installed. The most commonly used is installing a
specific patch level, which is the default. Let's install three
ruby interpreters by specifying their versions (MRI ruby is
default interpreter):

$ rvm install 1.8.6,1.8.7,1.9.1

After running this command (and waiting for a while,
depending on CPU speed and network bandwidth) We should
find that we have 3 ruby interpreters installed for each of the
latest patch versions. RVM obtains the default patch levels are
specified to rvm in the 'key=value' flat file ~/.rvm/config/
db, these settings can be overwritten by the user in ~/.rvm/
config/user.

To see the rubies we have instealled we simply type: rvm
list to which we should now see something similar to:

rvm Rubies
ruby-1.8.6-p398 [ x86_64 ]
ruby-1.8.7-p249 [ x86_64 ]
ruby-1.9.1-p378 [ x86_64 ]
System Ruby
system [ ]

Selecting Rubies

If we wish to use Ruby 1.8.6, we simply select this in our
current shell by typing rvm 1.8.6. We can then verify that we
have the correct ruby by typing ruby -v and we can also
verify that the entire environment is correct by typing rvm
info. RVM operates on a per-shell basis so this environment
is only active for the current shell, if we open a new shell then
we will be back to the system environment, which brings us
to...

Setting a Default Ruby

If we want to use a specific ruby as a default for all newly
opened shells, say for example 1.9.1, we set the default by
typing: rvm 1.9.1 --default. Then when we do rvm list
we now see:

rvm Rubies
ruby-1.8.6-p398 [ x86_64 ]
ruby-1.8.7-p249 [ x86_64 ]

=> ruby-1.9.1-p378 [ x86_64 ]
Default Ruby (for new shells)
ruby-1.9.1-p378 [ x86_64 ]
System Ruby
system [ ]

Now every time we open a new shell we will find ruby -
v to be the RVM installed 1.9.1 and gem list to be the
installed gems for RVM's 1.9.1 interpreter.

Ruby Gems

This now brings us to installing gems, those little bundles
of joy that we need so badly in order to produce our
magnificent code! After selecting a ruby version with rvm
1.9.1, we can install gems using the standard gem install
<gem name> (notice, no sudo!). RVM sets up your
environment such that gems install to a separate directory for
each distinct ruby interpreter. This means that we must install
the gems forevery installed Ruby interpreter that we wish to
the gem with. RVM provides an easy way to install a single
gem to multiple interpreters: rvm 1.8.6,1.8.7 gem
install ruby-debug will install ruby-debug to both 1.8.6
and 1.8.7, while rvm 1.9.1 gem install ruby- debug19
will install ruby-debug19 to only RVM's 1.9.1 ruby. To install
a gem to all interpreters simply omit the selectors: rvm gem
install shoulda.

sudo(n't)

It is very important to kick the habit of using 'sudo' to
install gems. When sudo gem install X is used gem
install X runs as the root user with root's environment setup
and not RVM's carefully constructed environment.

Summary

This is a very brief tutorial that only scratches the surface.
For further information and more detailed documentation,
visit RVM's website (http://rvm.beginrescueend.com/). If you
have any questions and/or issues regarding RVM, please visit
the #rvm channel on rc.freenode.net.Wayne E. Seguin
(wayneeseguin) is active there whenever he is conscious and
will usually answer your query immediately. If he doesn't just
hang out in the room as he answers you when he returns. This
is how Wayne continues the development of RVM: close
contact to the users and intensework on their problems to
make RVM a better solution.

Hope you've found this article interesting. In the next
episode we will start building an application from scratch.
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Interview with Michael Day of Prince XML

by Olimpiu Metiu

Michael Day is the
CEO and co-founder of
YesLogic, the company
behind the Prince
formatter for printing
web content to PDF.

http://yeslogic.com/mikeday/

What is Prince XML? What differentiates it in the
market?

Prince is a tool for converting web content, specifically
HTML and XML, to PDF, by applying CSS style sheets. It can
be used as a standalone converter, but usually it is integrated
into websites and apps that need to produce PDF output.
Prince can publish invoices, letters, manuals, catalogs,
documentation, magazines, and even books.

There are many ways of making PDF files, but most people
have some level of experience with HTML and CSS, especially
if they are working on a web application! Prince allows
people to take advantage of their existing skills, and even to
reuse their existing templates and style sheets to create
printable PDF files.

What is your background? How did you start
YesLogic and how large is it today?

YesLogic began as a small company here in Melbourne,
Australia, in 2002. Our background is in software
development, mainly XML processing, with a strong interest in
declarative programming languages. In 2003 we made the first
public release of Prince, and it's been our flagship product
ever since.

In 2004 we met Håkon Wium Lie, the co-inventor of CSS
and the CTO of Opera Software. Håkon used Prince to print
his PhD thesis, and also the 3rd edition of his book
"Cascading Style Sheets: Designing for the Web".

http://www.amazon.com/Cascading-Style-Sheets-Designing-
Web/dp/0321193121

Håkon joined the company board in 2005, apparently so
that he could make sure we implemented his favourite
features! Since then he has continued to work with the W3C
on improving CSS for print, along with his many other
commitments to developing the web, and has been a great
source of guidance for us on business and technical matters.

We are still a small company, with a focus on software
development and customer support. But life is much busier
now that Prince is being used to publish amazing things all
over the world.

How did you get the idea of creating Prince XML?

We like HTML and CSS, and using web technologies for
printing seemed so obvious that we couldn't understand why
good tools didn't already exist.

Unknown to us, Håkon had already anticipated Prince by
several years, when way back in 2000 he posted this on the
W3C style mailing list:

why hasn't anyone produced a decent
X(HT)ML + CSS -> PDF

converter?

http://lists.w3.org/Archives/Public/www-style/2000Oct/
0024.html

Originally our focus was on printing XML, which was a hot
topic at the time with the debates over CSS vs. XSL, but later
we naturally began to gravitate towards printing HTML and
other web content generally.

What is your position on web standards, and your
relationship with W3C/CSS standardization body?
What are your thoughts on the current state of CSS
with regard to the print medium? Are there any
particular limitations or things you'd like to
change?

Web standards are great! They are freely available for any
company or individual to work with, and unencumbered by
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patents, giving everyone a level playing field to build
innovative products and services.

More pragmatically, our whole business is based on the
idea of using open standards wherever possible. As a small
company, we can't bully customers or competitors into doing
things our way, so cooperation and interoperability is our only
hope for making a valuable product.

Since web browsers have historically been focused on
screen display, there are definitely improvements that could
be made to CSS with regards to print, and Håkon is working
on these as editor of the CSS3 modules for Paged Media and
Generated Content for Paged Media:

http://www.w3.org/TR/css3-page/

http://dev.w3.org/csswg/css3-page/

These include some features found in traditional print
publishing, such as footnotes and page number cross-
references, already supported in Prince and some other
implementations.

The time seems to have finally come for HTML 5.
What are the plans for Prince XML in this area?
What are the new capabilities introduced by
HTML 5 that will have the most impact on the
print medium, if any?

The development of HTML5 has definitely made the web a
more interesting place, but it hasn't had a big impact on
Prince yet. For Prince 7.1, we made minor updates to our
default style sheets to support some of the new elements
introduced in HTML5:

figure, figcaption { display: block }
article, aside, section, hgroup { display: block }
header, footer, nav { display: block }

There has been considerable interest in supporting the
<canvas> element in Prince in the future. This would require
JavaScript, and allow scripts to draw graphs or charts on the
canvas that would get included in generated PDF files.
Supporting JavaScript in Prince would be a big job, but it
would open up some very exciting new possibilities.

What are the main capabilities introduced with
Prince 7? What is coming up in Prince 7.1 and
beyond?

In Prince 7.0 we did a lot of internationalisation work to
support the Indic scripts (Hindi, Bengali, Tamil, etc.) and also
right-to-left scripts like Arabic and Hebrew. This required us to

support OpenType font layout features, which allow Prince to
apply kerning and ligatures, and even use real small-caps
instead of fake scaled glyphs. So text in modern well-designed
fonts looks a lot better in Prince 7.0.

Another big change was a new hyphenation and
justification algorithm, based on Knuth's classic algorithm
used in TeX. This can produce more balanced paragraphs that
are easier to read, by avoiding large gaps between words
where possible. Hyphenation and justification are subtle and
complex topics, with a long history in print publishing, that
have not received much attention on the web in the past. This
may change due to the increased popularity of eBook readers
and tablet computers, which have to compete with the
readability of traditional books.

Finally, we spent some time on performance tuning, to
make Prince 7.0 faster than 6.0 on most of our test cases.
Under constant pressure to add features it's easy for
inefficiency to creep in, and we've all seen new software that
runs slower than the old version. Our goal is to make each
major new release of Prince faster than the previous release,
and I think we still have some scope for further improvements
in the future.

What is the level of support for WOFF in Prince?
Do you see this font format becoming the
dominant one for web publishing?

Prince 7.1 supports WOFF, the new Web Open Font
Format, in addition to regular TrueType and OpenType fonts. I
think WOFF is a well-designed format that builds upon
existing standards in a sensible way, and hope to see it
supported by most browsers in the near future. Ideally it will
become the dominant font format for web publishing, because
in the past it has been difficult to use new fonts on the web at
all.

Your level of support is amazing. It's not often that
I see the CEO of a well-know software company
being on the forums every day, personally
responding to all questions. You are also
maintaining a public, cross-referenced product
roadmap that seems solely driven by customer
inquiries. What are your views on customer
support?

We started YesLogic because we were passionate about
writing software, and initially did not give much thought to
customer support. After all, in the beginning we did not have
any customers! However, once people began to use Prince,
they were eager for us to add new features, and fix bugs or
issues that we had missed. The longer we worked on Prince,
the more we realised that software does not exist for its own
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sake, and that its only purpose is to satisfy its users. This
sounds quite obvious, but engineers can sometimes overfocus
on technology and forget about people.

For large companies, direct customer support is often
minimised by using out-sourced call-centres and "knowledge
bases" that discourage customers from contacting the
company. These techniques may scale up nicely, but they
rarely make people happy.

Small companies have a great opportunity to provide
better support to customers, by reducing the distance between
the people using the product and the people making it. Bug
reports and feature requests can be brought to the attention of
developers immediately. We are very happy when we can
provide an updated build of Prince on the spot to help a
customer solve a problem.

Our customer support is provided primarily through our
web forum and over email. These methods are simple but very
effective, and avoid any timezone problems that phone
support would entail. A big advantage of the forum is that
questions are publicly visible and show up in search engines,
making it easier for many people to benefit from the answers.

The development roadmap for Prince is public, although
we only reveal the URL on the forum in response to questions.
(For the curious, it's listed below). Initially we were somewhat
wary of opening it up, but it has been well received and I
think it is reassuring to see the upcoming work listed there. It's
very simple compared to a real bug tracker like Bugzilla, but
that's part of its charm, and the basic linear format is easy to
navigate. We do cross-reference it with questions on the
forum, for convenience.

http://www.princexml.com/roadmap/

Although most of what we do is driven by customer
demand, we do still have a few ideas of our own! Some of
them might even make it into Prince one of these days, so
keep an eye on the release notes :)

Prince is implemented in the Mercury
programming language. In hind sight, do you feel
this gave you a competitive advantage or would
you use a different language now, given the
choice? What are the key strengths and
weaknesses of using Mercury?

Mercury is a logic/functional programming language,
developed at the University of Melbourne. You could consider

it to have the syntax of Prolog, with the type-system of
Haskell. It's available free online and I would encourage you
to check it out if you have an interest in programming
languages:

http://www.mercury.cs.mu.oz.au/

We chose the Mercury language to develop Prince
because it is powerful and concise, with convenient idioms
for manipulating the tree structures found in markup
languages and typesetting algorithms. Mercury programs
compile down to C code, making Prince efficient and easily
portable to different operating systems, without requiring a
virtual machine.

Many new languages have been developed on top of the
Java and .NET virtual machines, which do provide benefits in
terms of portability and integration with other libraries.
However, we need Prince to work well with both systems, as
we have customers using ASP.NET and Java servlets and many
other server frameworks. This is why we have not developed
Prince specifically as a Java or .NET component.

With hindsight I think we made the right choice, although
Ocaml is another language that would probably have worked
just as well. Recently there has been considerable interest in
other languages like Erlang and Clojure, but these were not
widely used in 2002.

Our first priorities have always been to make Prince work
well, and be easy to use. The right choice of language may
give a productivity boost, but creating a good product still
takes a lot of hard work.

Princely (Michael Bleigh's Rails plugin) is fairly
popular, and makes it trivial to build Prince-based
Rails applications. In general, how are people
using Prince, and did you come across some
unexpected usage scenarios?

People are using Prince in all sorts of ways, but it usually
involves server code written in PHP, Java, ASP, and of course
Ruby on Rails!

The Princely plugin from Michael Bleigh was based on an
earlier Ruby binding written by Seth Banks for his Cashboard
application in 2007, which brought Ruby on Rails to our
attention. But because the plugin "just works" very nicely,
there hasn't been much need for further work integrating
Prince with Rails, although we are open to suggestions.
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Take our Survey
Shape Rails Magazine

Please take a moment to complete our survey:

http://survey.railsmagazine.com/

The survey is anonymous, takes about 5 minutes to com-
plete and your participation will help the magazine in the 
long run and influence its direction.
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